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‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ — The Launch of NMI’s
Newest NFT Collection

A fresh and creative addition to the NFT market — ‘Balloons Gone
Bonkers’ is the perfect set of digital masterpieces for avid NFT

collectors/buyers' growing collections.

ATHENS, GA. — In February 2022, a team of creative and ambitious capstone students from the
New Media Institute at the University of Georgia announced their launch of NMI’s newest NFT
Collection. Given the flourishing popularity of NFTs and their skyrocketing market values, the
NMI introduces it’s inventive collection of NFTs: ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers.’

This artistic selection of digital art will showcase a series of balloons, each sporting its own
individual style/look. From top hats and monocles to cowboy hats and lassos, ‘Balloons Gone
Bonkers’ will show balloons like they’ve never been seen before, making them unique additions
to any NFT buyers’ collection. For sale on a Proof-of-Stake Blockchain, this original collection
will benefit those on the look out for a kooky and creative set of digital art. “This collection is a
first for us, and I think it is such a creative way for us NMI students to apply our knowledge in an
emerging media,” says Project Manager Berkeley Chandler.

And along with its appeal to NFT buyers, ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ will also profit Child Creativity
Lab, a California-based, non-profit organization dedicated to cultivating creativity within our next
generation. Today, 90% of Generation Z and Millennial students want to be more creative, and
we think this trend will continue to grow and grow. Like NMI capstone students, our youth is full
of critical thinkers, problem solvers, innovators and leaders. By supporting Child Creativity Lab,
‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ will help carry on a lineage of creativity across generations.
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The public mint of 10,000 NFTs sold out within minutes. To create the digital masterpiece,
Director of Design and Creativity Phoebe Finch used Procreate to bring these stylish balloons to
life. Throughout her artistic process, Finch gathered inspiration from the Instagram account
baddieballoon and the online store Funny Balloons by Gemar, giving ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ a
competitie and creative edge on the OpenSea market. Frequent seller/buyer on OpenSea,
Caroline Peters, purchased one of the debut installments of ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ — a balloon
dressed as a fairy. “I was really impressed with this collection,” Peters says. “I haven’t seen
anything quite like it on the market.”

Coming next month, ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ will debut its second set of crazy and kooky
designs on OpenSea. These new additions will showcase even more styles that will have NFT
collectors going ‘bonkers’ for these digital masterpieces.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

What is an NFT?
NFT’s are non-fungible tokens. A non-fungible token is a non-interchangeable unit of data stored
on a blockchain, a form of digital ledger, that can be sold and traded. Each NFT is unique and
can’t be replaced with something else. NFT’s can essentially be anything digital, including art,
audio, videos, etc.

What is OpenSea?
OpenSea is the world’s first and largest NFT marketplace. Users can buy, sell, and discover
exclusive digital items, such as music, art, sports, and more.

How much value can an NFT hold?
The value of an NFT = Utility + Ownership History + Future Value + Liquidity Premium. This
framework can be used by investors to evaluate if an NFT is worth investing in, and by NFTs
developers to think of ways to increase the value of NFTs to attract users and investors.

An NFTs value depends on the type of asset that it represents on the blockchain. If it is a
tangible product, the NFT will reflect real-world prices. If it is a piece of art, then the value is
purely speculative. In essence, it's value depends on the market – supply and demand.

What is our mission?
Our mission is to help foster creativity and innovation in young children's lives who are , while
also supporting
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What is Child Creativity Lab?
Child Creativity Lab’s vision is to cultivate creativity by providing kids with the experiences they
need to look at the world in new ways. They engage kids with Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math (STEM) programs. Their approach to teaching uses the Design Thinking process and
“STEAM” — the "A" (art) adds the ability for students to look at a situation from new and creative
angles and inspires innovation.

Who is our customer?
Our customer is anyone with a passion for art, creativity, and giving back to the community. We
want to target a large audience because we do not think fostering creativity and innovation is
specific to one person, demographic, or area.

What is our purpose?
Our purpose was to set up a NFT collection that expressed our creativity and curiosity about
NFTs while also helping our next generation one day act on similar curiosities. By helping foster
creativity in our youth, we hopefully will shape the next generation of NMI capstone kids who
can cultivate their own discoveries about NFTs.

What sets ‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ apart?
‘Balloons Gone Bonkers’ is unique because it’s child-like and imaginative themes connect to our
team’s purpose. The collection showcases fun designs that can be appreciated for their
simplicity and positive contribution to our next generation’s creatives.

What do I get as an owner of one of the NFTs in
this collection?
As an owner of an NFT in this collection, you gain exclusive access to a holder’s discord
community as well as future airdrops and whitelists for upcoming collections.

Where can you find us?
You can visit our website balloonsgonebonkers.com for more information on where to purchase
our pieces in our NFT collection and to learn more about our mission.


